
Case 22-030 M&L vs. Avista Utilities 

16th and Madelia 

 

Avista Response 
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Ticket 22296517 was called in on July 5, 2022, along with three other M&L requests (22296502, 

22296526, 22296533) that totaled over 3,200 feet of linear dig area on the South Hill of Spokane. That 

amount of dig area required over 4,500 feet of gas lines to be located.  

Due to proximity of the tickets, the same locator was assigned all four (4) of the M&L tickets. Since July 

had high ticket volumes, the locator was not able to get to the M&L tickets until the day they were due. 

In order to not cause a problem with M&L and ask for more time to locate these tickets, even though 

that is M&L’s responsibility for their large projects, the locator tried to use advanced locating techniques 

to locate the entirety of the M&L tickets before the automatic, system-generated excavation date.  
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M&L filed complaints against Avista in the past for failing to locate within two (2) full business days. The 

locator was put in a position to either have probable complaint(s) filed for failing to locate one or more 

of the locate requests within two (2) full business days (if they didn’t complete them) or work as hard 

and efficiently as possible to get all the tickets completed. The locator spent four (4) hours of their 

twelve (12) hour workday on these M&L tickets. Avista and ELM have tried to communicate with M&L 

when necessary and have consistently seen push-back and redirection for method and timeframe.   

Note: Scot eventually told us to email Stephanie Hattenburg with notifications for due date extension or 

unlocatable issues yet her email was not listed on locate requests at that time and it is still not on the 

majority of M&L locate requests. Completing a search through Search and Status (Washington) with 

“M&L” in the company name field results 274 requests in 2022. Searching “Stephanie@mlconstruction” 

in the email field only results 121 requests in 2022.  
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Regarding the large projects, M&L did not “take reasonable steps to confer with facility operators to 

enable them to locate underground facilities reasonably in advance if the start of excavation” (RCW 

19.122.030 (2)). M&L did not call, email, or text Avista or ELM. M&L didn’t attach information to the 

locate request or describe in the ticket information what location and date they would be starting 

excavation or coordinate timeframe and direction of digging for any of the four (4) requests, even the 

requests that were 1,230 feet and 1,350 feet. Had M&L communicated with Avista and/or ELM and 

given ample time to complete the 0.85 miles of total urban locating, it is likely that the outcome of the 

four (4) locates would have been adequate.  
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M&L Tickets on 7/5/22
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Ticket 22296517

530ft
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Ticket 22296502

450ft
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Ticket 22296526

1350ft
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Ticket 22296533

1230ft
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Communication with M&L

M&L communication with operators saying they will dig 
7000ft in one day and not to ask for extended time for 
phasing. This led to a locating issue and dig law violation.

These communication issues have been mentioned to 
Avista and the Safety Committee by M&L:

• ELM calls a foreman listed on the locate request for
phasing, ticket extension, or dig area information.
• Scot has an issue with this as he believes it is ELM’s

intention to not inform M&L upper management of
locating issues or late responses.

• ELM reaches out to Scot directly.
• Scot has multiple projects going at once so he can’t

know every ticket’s dig area or what day each project
is starting.

• Scot has an issue with receiving emails, texts, calls or
voicemails, sometimes later in the day, the day the
ticket is due, informing him the ticket won’t be
completed by the request due date.

• These communications are happening the moment
Avista/ELM is aware. If we knew at 10am the ticket
wouldn’t be completed that day, we would complete
it at 10am.

• If ELM calls Scot, he prefers an email for tracking.
• If ELM emails Scot, he prefers a phone call for immediate

notification.
• ELM sends automatically generated emails notifying

requestors of unlocatable facilities and Avista participates
in positive response, a feature M&L utilizes.

Avista/ELM has tried multiple ways to communicate with M&L. 
What reasonable manner and timeframe would the Safety 
Committee suggest Avista/ELM to communicate with M&L? 7



RCW 19.122.030 Section 2 – Multiple Sites/Large Project

RCW 19.122.020 Definitions

(15) "Large project" means a project that exceeds seven

hundred linear feet.
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